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This book attempts to make a record of
our history and culture in a manner that is
entertaining and relavent to our lives today. It is
not an academic work. It is a joyously presented
collection of material from people who live here,
have lived here and only just visited. I want to
thank everyone who contributed personal images
and memoribilia. Our heritage can live on in the
stories and photographs that are preserved
in these volumes. I will continue to produce
this and future works as an enduring record so
that generations to come will understand and
appreciate the past that I am so proud of.
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In Memory of

Chicken Hicks & Betty Medlin
They loved this island.

A beautiful day under an umbrella at
the Boardwalk - Carolina Beach
July 1945.
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In the early part of the 1900s,

hours down to the pier in the river near what is now

so enamored with the area, he decided to make it

black families. Today, there is little left of the old

making your way down was a half day chore

our state park. Then you boarded a train and made

his home. And the rest is Kure Beach history...

days but a few empty buildings that once housed

Friends & Neighbors...

that began at a pier in Wilmington, where Market

your way to the center of town. Quite a trip. But

Street dead ends into the Cape Fear River. You had

these early travelers and vacationers were treated

Fort Fisher

Carolina Beach, Kure Beach and Fort

to board the steamship Wilmington and ride for two

with access to beautiful beaches, amusements of

The fierce battle at “The last stronghold of the

all kinds including a bowling alley built by H.A. Kure.

Confederacy” and taking Fort Fisher was part of a

and

His establishments included a trap shooting facility,

strategic move by Federal forces to cut off supplies

Pleasure Island history is rich and

Seabreeze, all sort of fall into

a bar and bath house. Our relative distance from

to the Confederacy. Blockading this route for sup-

deep. We are lucky to be able to

Fisher, collectively branded Pleasure
Island

in

the

1970s,

clubs where beach music wailed out of antique piccolos. But folks still fish off the pier and the smell of
clam fritters sometimes does still waft in the wind.

the tail-end of New Hanover

Wilmington encouraged

plies and weapons eventu-

recall such a dynamic and vibrant

County. Geography often has an

many patrons and pro-

ally led to the downfall of

past. The people who brought

enduring impact on the shaping

prietors to risk the illegal

the Confederate States of

their families here and made

of a community. The Cape Fear River

sale and consumption of

America. Our lifeline had

their livings here are our richest

widens to further isolate us from the rest of

liquor during prohibition.

been cut. It was only a

resource. They made commu-

the mainland. The Atlantic Ocean completes

There was even a wire-

matter of time before the

nities grow where there was

the border to the east and a 30 minute ferry

less telegraph tower for

rebel cause was doomed.

once very little. As the margins

ride joins us to our neighbors in Brunswick

the reception of warnings

But there is more to Fort

of these communities expand

County to the south. In the 1930s, Snow’s Cut

from friends up in Wilmington who were on the

was dug and in the 1960s, an old swing bridge

look out for a potential crack down by the law.

gave way to a modern high-rise. It seems our

Fisher than mini-balls and metal detecting.

Seabreeze

into one another, some of the
isolation we once possessed
has disappeared. But such is

destiny would be highly dependent on our

Kure Beach

After the war, Seabreeze became home for dozens

life. Our new neighbors and

location and by the people who have made

Fort Fisher Sea Beach, became known as Kure’s

of freed slaves. Known as “free-men”, they estab-

friends have added so much

Pleasure Island their home.

Beach and later Kure Beach and was incorporated

lished a community across the waterway that be-

to the culture of the island - a

in 1947. Of course the Kure family has had a lasting

came known for its clam fritters, oyster roasts and

culture that is evolving but will

Carolina Beach

impact on the town. Hans Kure came over from

juke joints. For almost 150 years Seabreeze had ex-

always be rooted in a rich and

A group of Germans from Wilmington start-

Denmark to work in America, and during his

isted as a resort destination, an amusement park

colorful history.

ed the Hanover Seaside Club in the late 1890s.

travels, he shipwrecked along our coast. He was

and a residential community for generations of

Their facilities at Carolina Beach included some
of the first permanent structures on the Island that
were intended solely for recreation.

The BIG catch - 1946
Five year old Cliff Blue Jr. of Fayetteville has his
catch recorded and weighed by Carl Winner.



“One goes with the
other like the bride to
the groom.”
Nelson L. Ferris

Seashore Amusement Park

(left) The primary rides at Sea Shore
Amusement Park in the early 1960s with
Joyce C. Ferris in the ticket booth
and Nelson L. Ferris running the
Ferris Wheel.

The Ferris Wheel and the carousel were

but the original spirit never diminished for

centerpieces for the “rides” at the south end

Ferris. The authentic 1910 Herschell-Spillman

of the Boardwalk. Nelson L. Ferris took over

carousel that he assembled and disassembled

the park in 1954 from Adolph Kaus and re-

for carnivals throughout the first half of the

billed the park - Seashore Amusement

twentieth century made many a child happy

Park. Mr. Kaus sold the park and a few of

and many a revolution since it became a

his rides to Ferris when he decided to

mainstay of the Ferris enterprise in 1912.

get out of the business. Hurricane Hazel
was particularly tough on the park and
afterwards Kaus decided to pass the
torch on to someone else, Carl Ferris and
his family.

Carl’s daddy, “Ote” Ferris, would seasonally
run his rides up and down the East Coast,
eventually settling in North Carolina for the
winter. This was the life of a carnival man. His
family grew up working the rides and learning

Carl Ferris’ family came from a long

the trade. Carl’s son, Nelson, learned to run all

line of carnival and amusement park

the rides and repair them as well. He would

ride operators. Starting out in North

become the last Ferris to make the rides his

Tonawanda, New York in 1899, his family’s

occupation and to bring them to Carolina

first carousel was mule powered. They

Beach.

would put a carrot at the end of a stick
and let the animal go after it all day. At the
end of the day when his duty was over - he
got to eat it. The driving force eventually
evolved to steam, gas and later to electricity

Eventually, the whole collection of rides
made their final destination Carolina Beach.
Ferris brought his family heirloom rides and
contraptions to what was billed as Sea Shore
Park. The park operators wore patches on
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their jackets with the park name and a single

Ferris’ daughter and son are the last of

red rose, the park logo. Carl’s wife, Ruth, would

their line and they beam with pride when

keep an eye on the finances. They even made

they talk about their daddy, who passed

their home in a small cottage that was right

away in 2000. The legacy of Nelson Ferris

in the middle of the park. The family also ran

will live forever in our fondest memories of

a motel, Blue Waters Court, where each room

going round and round and up and down at

looked out over the park and its rides.

Seashore Amusement Park on the Boardwalk

In addition to the requisite Ferris Wheel and

at Carolina Beach.

carousel, Seashore Amusement Park grew to
include The Moon Rocket, Bubble Bounce,
Merry Mixer, Tilt-A-Whirl, Little Dipper (a small
roller coaster), SkyPlane and an 18 hole mini
golf course which was later replaced by a small
kiddie train. They also kept a cadre of smaller
more toddler oriented rides in a cinderblock
building next to the Ferris Wheel. It had real
little wooden powerboats in a round water
filled pool and carts for the littlest of kids. The
Seashore Amusement Park had something for
everybody.
Seashore Amusement Park was eventually
billed as the oldest midway in the U.S. and
was memorialized by the North Carolina
Museum of Natural History in Raleigh.
It had been a way of life for the Ferris
family for over 100 years and an
attraction for families and vacationers
to Carolina Beach for nearly 40 years.

An original horse from the Ferris’
100+ year old carousel
Sharon Ferris, Nelson and Joyce’s daughter, keeps this
in her home as a reminder of her family’s history.
(opposite) Mr. Ferris operating the Ferris Wheel.
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Moon Rocket
One of the most popular and scariest
of all Ferris’ rides was located at the
south east corner of the midway. The
Moon Rocket was a circular disk that
consisted of carts in a train of two sets
of eleven. Not unlike the rocket featured in early motion pictures depicting Jules Verne’s voyage into outer
space. Manufactured by the Eli Bridge
Company of Jacksonville, Florida.
(left) Carl Ferris and the Moon Rocket ride with fabric back drop
(below) The undercarriage and engine that drove the ride
(right) A night shot of the Moon Rocket
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All in the Family
(left) Carl, Nelson and Ruth Ferris
(top) Sharon Ferris, (below) Steven L. Ferris

(top) The famous bumper cars
(top right) The Sky Plane
(bottom right) Tilt-A-Whirl
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The Ferris Wheel Man
What could be better than giving your ticket
to Nelson L. Ferris and then riding his Ferris
Wheel at the boardwalk?
Not much, I would guess.

But he never did.
After my stomach had finally settled down and
mischievous thoughts ran rampant through
my innocent, little mind. I began to consider
my next move. If my sister or babysitter was

Mr. Ferris treated everybody like a friend. I
can remember his smile - he was a man who
obviously enjoyed making other people happy.
I remember handing him my ticket, walking up

along for the ride, I would do one of two
things, I would rock back and forth to test the
limits of the tipping point of the chair or drop
stuff onto people walking underneath.

the ramp, careful not to trip on the “rungs”
and sitting down in the cushioned recliner

I tried to avoid the mean looking service men.

chair. It was all steady when it was down

Little girls and old folks were fair game.

and not moving. But as Mr. Ferris pulled the
restraining bar across your chest (I was little
- my chest was down that far), the ride would
commence to raise your chair up and over the
boardwalk.
As I ascended into the air, I felt heavier. On
the way down, the butterflies would
start. It always looked like Mr. Ferris
was going to have his head
conked by the next chair
coming down.

When it was time for you to get off, Mr. Ferris
would sometimes let you keep riding for
numerous extra revolutions. He was nice that
way. I think it would depend on how
much fun you looked like you were
having.

Nelson L. Ferris and wife Joyce
A Skipper Photo original.

If that was completely
the case - I’d still be
riding.

(opposite) Mr. Ferris operating the Ferris Wheel.
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Blue Waters Court,
Sea Shore Park “3D” Golf and
Kiddie Train

Ote Ferris and family on the road with the carousel - 1920s.
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Employee Uniform
Patch worn by all employees of
Seashore Amusement Park

Ticket to Ride
Two one dollar bills
found by Carl Ferris in
the Moon Rocket cars

Tools of the trade
Some of the tools Nelson Ferris
used to repair and maintain the
carousel animals

Aerial view of Seashore Park.
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Steam Power
The original carousel being run by a steam engine. circa 1920. • (left) Four Ferris’ - Carl, Nelson, Steven and “The Wheel” at Seashore Park.
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The Popes from
Sampson County
Looking north down the Boardwalk - 1962

An array of beach wear is on
display when the Popes come to
CB in the summer months.
From left to right: Janice Pope
(Blalock), Eva Pope, Shirley
Pope (Coats), and Sherry Pope
(Foster) at Carolina Beach,
North Carolina.
© 2007 Bailey Photography

Photo courtesy of Dwight Peay
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Gulfstream Restaurant
Spiro and Jo Anne have made many people on
Pleasure Island fat - or at least happy. The small
brick building that houses their family restaurant
has stood in that capacity for over 50 years. The
Gulfstream Restaurant has been an integral part of
island life and their livelihood since 1978.
Spiro left Greece and came to America with $80
in his pocket in 1970. He and Jo Anne met in 1974,
got married 6 months later and then Spiro went to
work in her family’s diner while Jo Anne worked as a
beautician. Eventually, with their son Thomas on the
way, and with encouragement from Jimbo Patsalos,
Jo Anne’s relative, the couple moved down south to
New Hanover County.
Serving up local fare to hungry customers became
a tradition they have kept in the family. Jo Anne and
Spiro’s two sons, Thomas and Dino, grew up cleaning
off tables, cashing out customers and cooking. While
wait staff come and go in many establishments, at
The Gulfstream Restaurant they usually know what
you consider “the usual” and they serve it up with an
honest-to-goodness smile that makes you feel right
at home. Some having worked there for over 20
years, many of the employees treat you like family.
All the food that comes out of Jo
Anne’s kitchen has a wholesome
quality that cannot be duplicated in
chain restaurants. Get there a little
early on Saturdays and Sundays
because the place fills up fast.
They serve breakfast all the time
and just maybe the best eggs and
bacon around. Jo Anne ensures that
everything gets cooked and served to
her standards - Spiro likes it like that
too and Jo Anne wouldn’t have it any
other way.
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Carl Winner’s Amphibious DUKW
The odd name comes from the terminology used
for military vehicles in World War II; the D indicates
a vehicle designed in 1942, the U stands for “utility (amphibious)”, the K, all-wheel drive and the W
was for two powered rear axles.

(source: Wikipedia.com)

Carl Winner Sr. found it convenient to ferry his passengers out to a waiting vessel off the Boardwalk.
Back before the inlet was opened, a DUKW (or
“duck” as it came to be affectionately called) was
the most direct and entertaining route. Tourists
would stare in awe as this medium-sized contraption would come cruising towards shore, strike land,
slow slightly, then continue to crawl right out of the
surf and up to the Boardwalk. Mr. Winner’s DUKW
was kept in service from 1945 until the mid-1960s.

Big Catches - 1946

Fishing at Carolina Beach, Kure Beach and Fort
Fisher was spectacular back when it was a given

(Top) Carl Winner’s DUKW trundles up
the beach with his cargo of sightseers and
fishermen.

that if you went to the beach, you were gonna fish.
And if you fished with the right captain, you would
land some big ones.

(Right) Mrs. W.B. Anderson of Denton, North
Carolina and J.B. Frasier of Huntington,
West Virginia have their catch recorded and
weighed by Carl Winner.
(Right top, bottom) Surf fishing is fun for
everybody. Never get your sea legs? Fishing
out on the rocks at Fort Fisher will solve that
problem real fast.
Photos from the North Carolina State Archives

Sometimes photographers would be waiting at the
yacht basin to snap a photograph of your catch.
You could pay them to mail you copies back home
and perhaps if it was a really big catch, they would
get your photo in your local hometown newspaper.
It was good for tourism and good for your ego because your fish tale came with photographic proof!
Photos from the North Carolina State Archives
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Second Annual
Southeastern North Carolina
Fishing Rodeo - 1946
People on beach with their catch.
(right) Poster advertising Carl Winner’s Deep Sea Fishing
fleet, including the Beach Queen.
Photos from the North Carolina State Archives

Friends and Neighbors Remembered
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courtesy of Albert Jewell

A postcard sent out to entice return business - July 9, 1961
Sent to a Mrs. Martin in Burlington, North Carolina.
courtesy of Albert Jewell
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Seabreeze
Seabreeze is famous for a lot of things. Some well

frequent the establishments. But Seabreeze was not

known and some not so well known. It was, of course,

a place of ill repute. It was a resort that catered to

a haven for newly freed slaves after the Civil War.

the entire family. It had it all.

And it eventually became a rare haven for blacks
in the still segregated south. The sleepy community
began as merely a boat landing for fisherman beside the waterway northeast of Snow’s Cut. But by
the 1920s, it eventually began to grow into a bustling community that served as a resort for blacks
from all over.

Seabreeze’s heyday began in the 1930s. By the
1940s and 1950s, places with names like: The Big
Apple, The Ponca, Edgewater Inn, Daley Breezey,
Bruce’s, Sadie’s Place, BBQ Sams and Bo B. King’s
offered up good food, and sometimes lodging.
There might even be a piccolo or jukebox for entertainment. Food and dancing was a central theme

Some local folk called it “Sugar Town” with a snarl.

for just about every business there. One of the ear-

They knew there were all sorts of fun to be had

ly draws was the seafood. Oysters and clams were

down that dirt road. And when young folks made

eaten in great abundance as they were served up

their way to the juke joints and the dance halls at

along with homemade moonshine. During prohibi-

night, there was no telling what time they would

tion - this combination drew in many folks to the

come home. Parents were rightfully wary of that at-

area, black and white. Eventually, juke joints, dance

traction. It became a right of passage to be able to

halls and other amusements were built alongside
the restaurants and fishing piers.

106
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The choices of entertainment
broadened as Seabreeze matured into a more complete resort
destination for blacks from all over the
state. People would come from nearby farming communities like Rose Hill,
Wallace, Whiteville and Burgaw. Some
would make the trip in cattle cars, 15-

One

20 at a time; all for a chance to relax

of the jew-

and enjoy the beach.
In the 1950s and up until the early 1970s, amusements like Ferris

els

of

Seabreeze

was

a very special restaurant run by Sadie
Wade. Her restaurant was known to locals as Sadie’s

wheels, airplane rides and a merry

Place. It was in operation from the late 1930s until

mixer were set up in the summer.

the 1970s. This particular establishment was wide-

People would fish off of piers that

ly known to make the world’s best clam fritters.

ran out of the backs of more prominent establishments like Bruce’s and
the Daley family’s business, the Daley
Breezy. These businesses were focal
points for the community. Seabreeze
was a very popular place when school

Mrs. Sadie was the proprietor who kept her recipe
a closely guarded secret. She was capable of producing the most spectacularly delicious clam fritters from clams collected right out in the waterway
behind Seabreeze and in the bay behind Carolina

was out and during the Fourth of July

Beach. She ran the restaurant on the bottom floor

and Labor Day. Cars would be lined up

of a converted boarding house. Eventually she be-

and down Seabreeze Road all the way

came too old to run the business and she passed

to the highway and even down the

the torch to another local, Arthur Ross. Mr. Ross ran

shoulder of that. During espe-

it using her recipes until the Seabreeze of old was

cially busy weekends, a cou-

no more. As Seabreeze ran out of visitors, Mr. Ross

ple of sherrif deputies would

eventually shut the doors as well. But the recipe still

usually be there to help with

lives on in Mr. Ross’ mind. If you want to have a taste

crowd control and to manage

of the best clam fritters or want to know how Sadie

the traffic.

made ‘em - you are gonna have to ask Mr. Ross. He’s
still around....

(left) Mitsuyo Ito as Sadie Wade.

Seabreeze - 1997
Waterway view from Sadie’s Place.
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Capt. Rick was the first black man to run a char-

The Captain Rick
Rick Wilson at the helm of his handmade 42 foot long original - 1974.
Photo courtesy of Capt. Rick Wilson

ter boat out of the docks at Carolina Beach. He was
particularly famous for that and for having made
his own boat from wood salvaged off of an old barracks from Fort Fisher. He ran his charter boat business for many years beside the other mainstays of
the “yacht basin” like Flo-Jo, the Winner boats and
Rothrock’s Pirate fleet. When he first got started in
the business, he bought two used 761 diesel engines
off Reid Byrd, another captain, to power his 42 foot
long handmade creation. That was a good amount
of power for that size boat. Eventually, after some
success in taking charters, he refitted the Capt. Rick
with brand new, more efficient diesels and kept on
fishing. Eventually his beloved Capt. Rick was sold
and the name changed a few times. But the boat is
still in service down in Snead’s Ferry, North Carolina.
As Capt. Rick’s eyesight got bad with age but before he retired from the charter boat business, local
fishermen can remember listening to the radio and
hearing him say to the other charter boat captains,
“Where are you - Captain So-and So?” so he could
follow in behind them close through the inlet. And
that’s how he made it back to the docks as his eyesight began to falter with age. The tenacious and
resilient Capt. Rick hung in there ‘til the very end.
You used to could buy a ticket at Seabreeze for
twenty-five cents to take a water taxi over to the
ocean. Grover Freeman had two boats that he and
Margaret Green would use to ferry passengers for
picnics and games on the strand. It was said that
Mrs. Green was an excellent captain and would always make every passenger wear a life vest for safety. Access to the beach was made a little less direct

110
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when the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway was constructed. Spoil sand created a
barrier for his boats. Grover had to build a small pier just north of Seabreeze so

Bruce’s Farm Fresh Produce

he could land his boats to let off his passengers for their trek to the beach.

A familiar sight for the hungry traveler and local residents. Every year,
you could always depend on Mr. Freeman to offer up a huge selection
of locally grown produce and other edibles. Everything from cukes,
tomatoes, okra, melons, peaches, berries and collards. It made a mighty
fine addition to the dinner table.

Bruce Freeman was another character that made his mark on Seabreeze. He
was also known as the “unofficial commissioner of Seabreeze”. Seeing that
they really did not have an organized government, Mr. Freeman took the initiative to see that things were kept in line in the community. It was widely known
that if there was a disagreement or something needed settling, you had to go
ask Mr. Freeman. He was sort of the council of elders all wrapped up into one
man. His ability to keep things on an even keel came of great use when it was
rumored that a group of folks from out of town were headed over the bridge to
Carolina Beach to stir up some trouble. Well Mr. Freeman got wind of this and he
and some of his associates made their way over to the bridge to intervene. Now, the
relationship between the folks on both sides of the bridge have always been pretty
good. Seabreeze was a working class community that served the needs of visitors and
businesses over on the beach. Carolina and Kure Beach were a market for the wares and
services that folks in Seabreeze provided. Many a home at the beach had its cement and
brickwork done by someone from Seabreeze. Mr. Freeman grew and sold produce from fields
in and around Seabreeze. His fruit and vegetable stand was a familiar site to travelers as they
passed through Seabreeze on their way to the beach. So, it was to their benefit that relations
were not strained by these folks from out of town. Mr. Bruce Freeman and his associates blocked
the bridge and asked the couple of bus loads of people to turn around and not stir up any trouble
at Carolina Beach. Somehow, they understood and they left without incident. Mr. Freeman kept
growing and selling produce long after his intervention at the bridge. And even when his old mule
died, he just got out his push plow - keeping his crops going until he was in his 80s.
Today, there is no longer a need for what Seabreeze had become. The only recreation
that folks still participate in at Seabreeze is fishing. You can be sure
that the fishing is still good out on the piers and
from the shore. It is nearly ‘bout a certainty that when the spots start biting
- they’ll be biting even better at
Seabreeze.
From interviews with John Mitchell,
Rick Wilson, Arthur Ross, Peggy McQueen
and Marsha Taylor.

Young ladies posing for
a souvenir photo
Elaine, Margaret and Peggy Mitchell pose
for a photo in 1963. Photo booths like
this were set up at Seabreeze for folks to
take home a memento of their time there.
Photo courtesy of Peggy McQueen
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Treasure Found?

Allan Hill recalls a brush
with greatness.

Carolina Beach in the early 1960’s was a stretch of
cottages, rooming houses, individual homes, and
a couple of hotels. The summer vacation season
brought several thousand visitors for their annual
visit to the beach, but for the younger people, such
as myself, it was a year-round life’s a beach. It was
a small town with a school, stores, and oh yeah, an
ocean. It was a small town that just happened to be
on the ocean, an ocean that was there just for us (at
least in the off-season).
In 1961, SCUBA diving was unregulated: to become
a skin-diver, as it was called, all you needed was
equipment and water that was over your head. At
age 13, I was lucky to begin my dreams of diving
when I met John, Jack, and Mel. Those three people
had access to a “Duck.” (Actually it was DUKW in
military nomenclature; it was like a big six-wheeled
pickup truck with a screw in the rear, and it floated!)
John, Jack and Mel took me in and taught me how
to dive.
Not to take it too lightly, the finer points of SCUBA
were drilled into me. John and Jack were former
military, were well trained, and had much experience. I wasn’t dropped off the side of a boat with
a sink or swim approach. John, in particular, spent
hours upon hours with me. I had to learn equipment
familiarity, diving tables, swimming as it applies to
SCUBA, and made endless diving trials in Silver
Lake. I learned don and duff, clearing the mask and
regulator, emergency ascent, black water diving,
regulator sharing, etc., etc. I had to read The Silent
World and know everything about the history of
air-assist diving.

Friends and Neighbors Remembered

I rode with them to dive sites day after day, basically as a deck hand. I cleaned the Duck after dives,
helped (hey, hand me that wrench) with maintenance, and was happy to be hanging with the big
guys. Finally, the day came when John said, “Put on
that pony bottle,” and I went over the side. My first
ocean dive was more incredible than I had anticipated. I had viewed the underwater before through
a mask, but this was an unusual day. The visibility
was 30 feet or more. For those who think “30 feet?”
please remember that the ocean water off Carolina
Beach has no more than 3 to 5 feet of visibility
much of the time.
So, I became a salvage diver, at least in my mind.
Almost every morning around sunrise, the four of
us would set out with a rack of full Scuba tanks.
The Duck attracted a lot of attention when we
drove across the beach strand directly into the surf.
(Today, a number of Ducks are in use in tourist applications – many are brightly painted and have
onboard refreshments, etc.) By noon, each of us,
except for Mel, had used 2 or 3 tanks of air, and we
were ready to beach the Duck to eat lunch and to
count the day’s treasures.
Our targets in the hunts were the several Civil War
blockade runners that are within a few hundred
yards of the beach. Two of these that I remember
are the Bauregard (just south of the Marriott) and
a wreck just north of the northern pier. We never
found treasure on the wrecks, but we weren’t expecting to find any. Instead, the valuables on these
old ships were the ships themselves. We cut up
those old ships and sold them as scrap metal. Mel
bolted a large gasoline-powered water drainage
pump to the side, and that became our dredge. Two
of us would hold on to a bracket on the underwater
end of a 3” hose, and the exhaust water was run
through a wire mesh on the surface. This technique
yielded small items of course, but it also collected
cannonball fragments (!) and [fired] rifle slugs! That
isn’t to say that some of the cargo on these ships
wasn’t desired. Many heavy ingots of lead and copper were retrieved (used by the soldiers to make
ammunition). Although uniforms had long ago been
dissolved by seawater, boxes and chests were found
that still contained their buttons. John found a keg

of black powder that still burned, and rumor had it
that someone found a pair of dueling pistols.

obvious) of being 135 miles from civilization is that
kids become b.s. artists. Hey, that’s not too bad,
because everyone in your circle knows it’s BS and
that you’re striving to invent bigger and better BS.
So, when I heard Mel talk about finding millions in
sunken treasure, I thought “ho-ho, that’s a good one
and I have to remember it.”

Mel had a boat with twin 35-horsepower outboards;
in 1961 that was power! It was used in our adventures to faraway places like Baldhead (Smith) Island.
John’s sideline was building metal detectors for
sale, and he built a large one that floated – it was
towed behind the boat to locate wrecks!

One day, about 1963, Mel left Carolina Beach. I left
in 1966, and I’ve returned for 3 or 4 stays since then.
I lost track of John and Jack, and have no idea what
happened to the Duck.

It wasn’t long before North Carolina initiated controls regarding the salvage of historical shipwrecks.
Diving on the wrecks wasn’t prohibited, but taking
them home with us was frowned upon. I continued
to dive on those wrecks for fun, and to accompany
visitors on sport dives.
So, I grew up with an opportunity that few have experienced – that is, as a young teen, I was a salvage
diver! I was inspired to write my high school term
paper on salvage diving and treasure hunting.

In March 2006 I returned to the island again. I met
with a childhood friend (whose father owned the
Duck) and we talked about the Duck. Then he
told me that Mel was actually Mel Fisher,
of Atocha fame!

Intrepidr
ive
Scuba Dn Hill
Alla
1 9 61

Mel did it!

But, there was something else: John and Jack were
beach folk, but Mel was from somewhere else. I
don’t recall where he said he was from, or if he ever
told me where he was from. He never went into the
water when we were diving. While we were underwater, he stayed in the Duck and ran the dredge
(with telephone communication to one of those
underwater). In the evenings, two or more of us
would meet on the Boardwalk and discuss the day’s
events, plan for another day, or just simply “shoot
the breeze.” Mel had something on a chain around
his neck that he told us was a gold coin from a
shipwreck. Frequently, he talked about going
to Florida to find millions in sunken treasure. I was to regret that I didn’t know his
last name.
At this point, I have to explain something. Carolina Beach is tiny (c’mon it
IS!). So, during the off-season in the
early 60’s, when there were only
about 1,000 people, tops, on the
island, the teens became very inventive in amusing themselves. An
upside to kids living in a close environment (such as C.B.) is that lifelong friendships are formed. Among
the downside factors (besides the

He moved
to Florida. He
searched for sunken treasure. He found
the Nuestra Señora de
Atocha, one of the richest shipwrecks ever lost.
Estimates of the wreck’s value
ranged from $200 million to $400
million!

Photo courtesy of Dwight Peay

A number of island people knew Mel, and
some of these people kept in touch with him for
a long time after he went to Florida. My memory of him is of bright hot days on and under the
ocean, and as someone who made it possible for
me to learn Scuba at an early age (although 13 isn’t
that early!). My regret is that I had multiple chances
to see him again before he passed away in 1998, if
I had only realized that his name was Fisher. That
is, I had been in Key West and Marathon numerous
times.
Did I know Mel Fisher? Yes.
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The Steel Pier
by Jay Ladd V

Steady salt wind parches my eyes as they blink
against an empty ocean. Long ago, the rusty bones
of the steel pier slowly melted into the saline waves.
And yet, there it stands…shimmering before me like
a crown on the water.
Its smooth weathered boards creak beneath my tiny
bare feet. Through the wide cracks in the wood, I
look down at the relentless ocean slapping the pylons, and I feel the phantom sway. Guided by my
mother’s gentle hand, I playfully dodge loose planks
and proud nail heads. The fishermen are deathly
still, and so very old. Far above my head, rows of
dangling feet are pushed out to sea and back again,
suspended in the metal lattice seats that rock and
jitter on the SkyLiner cable. We’re almost to the
end, now.
Down below, the jellyfish dance around the girders
to an audience of barnacles. Over my shoulder toward the shore, the last sparkles of sunlight reflect
on the turquoise stucco of the old Del Mar. The
bright bulbs of the framework sign atop the Hotel
Astor blaze to life. The florescent tubes that outline
the Ferris wheel flicker on, one by one. It’s different
here at night, life flows back to the land while the
dark ocean retreats to lie in wait. “It’s getting late”,
she says. Such a long way back.
So gossamer is my memory of this place. Its frail
wonder enmeshed with my adult mind, flawlessly
encapsulated. Like an ancient tree growing around
a barbed wire fence until the two cannot be separated without sacrificing both. The decay of time
and tragedy unable to touch its magic. It nestles
deep, it haunts and comforts. It has meaning…if
only to its keeper.

Fisherman’s Steel Pier and Skyliner Ride - 1950s.
The pier’s Skyliner Ride was a particularly unique attraction on the southern end of the Boardwalk that carried riders up and over the pier for a breathtaking view of the ocean.
Photo courtesy of Allan Hill

Photo courtesy of Chuck Bailey
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In late 1964, East Coast Surfboards opened in
The Crew
Carolina Beach, North Carolina under the owner(L to R) Harold Petty (holding daughter),
Lank Lancaster & Rodney Everhart
ship of Lank Lancaster and Harold Petty. Located
at 735 Carolina Avenue, it was the first surf
shop that opened in the Cape Fear
region, and was also one of
the first in North Carolina.
Perhaps most interesting, it was also the
first surf shop in
North
Carolina
to produce its
own surfboards
rather than order them from
California.
surfing season as well as when they would get
In 1960, Lank’s fa“September Rollers” – “something got right and
ther purchased Nash
we’d get these big ass waves.”
Baggett Grocery (the curHarold had also spent time in Miami working at the
rent location of the Kupboard
Castaways Motel, and while working there he surfed
Grocery), and by 1965 the grocery’s
the local beaches on a Surfboard House surfboard.
meat market and convenience store secNot liking the way it handled, he traded it in for a
tions had been converted to shaping and selling
Velzy. Returning to North Carolina in 1962, he consurfboards. It was on the store’s side porch and
tacted Greg Noll and bought a few boards which he
back room that Lank and Harold would shape and
sold out of his home. He also unsuccessfully tried
glass their boards, while using the front-end of the
to get Noll to sell him some design templates, but
shop to sell clothing and accessories. These inNoll refused on the grounds that he wasn’t about
cluded “baggies” (surf trunks) and shirts along with
to give away his design secrets. Undeterred by this
bikinis and “petal pushers” for the ladies. Lank’s
setback, Harold made a few kit boards under the
wife, Genie, was a driving force behind the shop’s
name, “HALCO.” Meanwhile, Lank and Genie had
fashions for women.
gotten married and moved to Santa Monica,
Both Lank and Harold had previous experience
California. While in California, they observed
riding and building surfboards. As lifeguards, both
that surfing was all the rage – every beach
had surfed the long rescue paddleboards in the
was full of surfers! Lank purchased a Dave
late fifties and both had experimented in buildSweet surfboard which later served as a teming surfboards with kits that they had purchased
plate for his own board designs. When he and
in the early sixties. Harold recalls that
Genie returned to North Carolina in 1964, he
they started surfing in 1959, “We had
made a few kit boards as well before deciding
a large wooden paddle board that
to go into business with Harold.
leaked. I could stay out for about thirCourtesy of the Cape Fear Surfing Archive
ty minutes and catch a few before it got
William Randall Library, UNC Wilmington
too full of water.” Fall was considered a prime

East Coast 11’0”
This particular board is
likely only one of two
boards of that size that
Rodney remembers being
made by East Coast
and may have originally
belonged to Bill Reid. He
likes to refer to it as a
Lank’s plank Bill Reid
nose-rider model with a
Joe Marley speed skeg.
(© Aug 2006 photo by
Steve Everhart)

Rare Skateboard
from East Coast
Courtesy of Cove Surf Shop,
Carolina Beach.

Image and decal courtesy
of Jimmy Benson
Cove Surf Shop
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Atlantic Surf Shop was started by two best friends, Sonny Danner and Herman
Pritchard in an old Fort Fisher barrack situated at G Avenue and Fort Fisher
Boulevard in Kure Beach. Between going to school at Appalachian State Teachers
College for Herman and Wilmington College for Sonny, the duo worked
as lifeguards in the summer. Their joint venture into the surfboard making and selling business began when
they made their first surfboards
for themselves.

Photo
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Sonny Danner
Half of the Atlantic Surf Shop Team. Sonny’s
shapes are reknown for their ridability and
craftsmanship.

In 1962, Herman saw an ad in Surfer Magazine
for a surfboard kit. The kit would set them
back $50 each and working at Smitty’s
Restaurant in the summer as soda jerks only
paid so much. But they saved up enough
money, bought the kits, built the two
boards and subsequently sold them right
away. They made a profit. And as a bonus
- it was fun. So, that summer Sonny’s dad
let them have the run of one of his properties, an old barracks off G Avenue.
After knocking out walls and remodeling, they had a showroom and enough
space to do the shaping and glassing of the
boards. Atlantic Surf Shop was born. Sonny specialized in shaping the 4” thick blanks of foam and
Herman was the glass-man. Herman’s brother, Tom,
was eventually recruited to make and install the
skegs. The shop became a focal point for socializing
and ground zero for the local surf industry. Atlantic
Surf Shop was one of the earliest shops in the area
and the boards they crafted were considered to be
some of the best you could buy. The Ron Jon™ Surf
Shop in Ft. Lauderdale displays an original DanPri™
surfboard and sales slip as part of their early surfing exhibit. DanPri™ boards are still used and can
be found in surf shops and collections up and down
the east coast.

Open for business
(Top, L to R) Tom Pritchard, Jim Brodie, Sonny Danner and Herman Pritchard
Photo
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Herman and Sonny
Photos courtesy of the North Carolina State Archives

“Surf ‘round here often?”

The Original
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Northeast view from Carolina Beach water tower - 1930s
The view has changed considerably since this photo was taken. The modern municipal marina would
not be constructed for another 25 years. The “canal” was crisscrossed with islands and marshes. This
was eventually dredged to accomodate a more navigable channel for both the commercial fishing fleet
and pleasure boaters.

L.T. Moore Collection, New Hanover County Public Library
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Construction on the Boardwalk as part of a WPA Project - 1934
L.T. Moore Collection, New Hanover County Public Library
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Carolina Beach “City Hall” and fire truck on Boardwalk - early to mid 1930’s
L.T. Moore Collection, New Hanover County Public Library
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The Boardwalk - 1940s
Shoulder to shoulder and bumper to bumper.
Throngs of people inundated the Boardwalk in the summer months.
Photo courtesy of Dr. Edgar Sikes
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June 24, 1896

A Collection of Vintage Carolina Beach Advertisements

June 21, 1933

Bill Reaves Collection, New Hanover County Public Library
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Whale of a Beach - 1952
Built by local water skiing enthusiast, Capt. Bill Bost. It was used in various parades, including the Azalea Festival. Unfortunately, the whale was “killed” by Hurricane Hazel in 1954.
(left) Play skee ball and win a prize for your girlfriend. Carolina Beach Boardwalk. 1970s.
Whale photo courtesy of Albert Jewell. Skee ball photo courtesy of Allan Hill.
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Colophon

Special thanks to the following

This book was assembled using Adobe InDesign®. Art
was produced and/or edited using Adobe Photoshop®
and Adobe Illustrator®. The Gotham type family is used
throughout this book. Apple Macintosh® computers
were used for all production tasks. Specifically,
PowerMac™ G5 and MacBook Pro™ were the primary
production computers. Canon® SLRs, Canon® flatbed
scanners, Nikon® slide scanner and other input devices
were used for acquiring images. Epson® and Xerox®
printers were used to proof the reader spreads.
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The Phelps Family
Gerald Huffman
Peggy & Joe McQueen
Marsha & Cameron Taylor
Southern Signs
Cameron Art Museum
Skipper Funderburg
Leo Daniels
Allan Hill
Lank & Genie Lancaster
Peter Fritzler
Tom Connolly
Dwight Peay
Kim Cumber
Robbie Johnson
John A. Mitchell
Lane Holt
Albert Jewell
Meredith Smith
Jane Daughtridge
Jay Ladd V
Gail Schley
The Blackhorn
E.A. Shands
and many more....

What a ride!
The older I get, the more sentimental I think I am
becoming. Things like seeing the Ocean Plaza
demolished and the Hotel Astor burn were difficult.
I know we have to move forward but it is still very
disappointing to see those landmarks destroyed. I feel
like I’ve lost a friend.
Speaking of friends and neighbors. Slowly but surely
we are losing another one of our precious resources
- people. Folks that lived during the times we find so
intriguing are leaving us all the time. Do yourself a favor
and visit someone who lived way back when and ask
them about the good ol’ days. They usually like talking
about it and you’ll get a thrill out of hearing it retold by
an actual participant. They won’t be around forever.
Of course, if you have cool images or other content to
submit - please contact me. I have no idea when I will
have to stop doing this. If y’all keep gettin’ it to me, I’ll
keep publishing it. Volume 3 is a definite possibility....
Shoot... let’s just say it’s a sure thing. Maybe. Arrrrhhhh!

info@carolinabeach.net
www.carolinabeach.net
910.232.0604

Sources
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United States Library of Congress
The Island Gazette
Cape Fear Museum
Phil Payette - HR Forts
North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources
iStockPhoto
Star News
New Hanover Co Public Library - North Carolina Room
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Miscellaneous
Folks on page 60 are: Nelson Ferris (big & little), Susie & Andy Forbis
with Greg Forbis, Bubba & Jamie Atkinson (animal), Geraldine & W.G.
Ludwig (old), Jerry & Janice Ludwig (not so old), Meredith & Martha
Smith, Jeddy Smith (nose), Joseph & Sarah Funderburg.

Jerry Burkhart at Sadie’s Place - Seabreeze.
This is not the author. Photo courtesy of Marsha Taylor.
Let’s just say... I owed “somebody” a favor. Thank you for helping.

About the Author

Daniel Ray Norris
Southeastern North Carolina blood runs through my veins. Aside from being a great great
great great great grandson of Edward Teach and having an insatiable desire to fire a cannon
upon unsuspecting boaters, my life has been idyllic. My existence started when Edward
Teach (Blackbeard) would terrorize our coast with his beard ablaze and his
cannons loaded.... I have been fortunate in being able to call both Teachey,
NC (the country) and Carolina Beach (the beach) my home. As I have done
all my life, I hang out a lot at the Boardwalk during the summer and enjoy
life here so much, I rarely feel the need to go on vacation. I am a very
frequent patron at Britt’s Donut Shop.
I was born in Wilmington, NC in 1968 . My education began at Harrells
Christian Academy in Sampson County. Eventually, I earned a BS in Marine
Biology from UNCW and an MS in Biology/Ecology from the University
of Guam. My tenure as a student was prolonged by pursuing additional
graduate work at NCSU before I decided that I had enough formal
education. I have been an avid photographer since I was ten years old. I started out in 1978
with a brand new black Nikon F2 AS Photomic and have recently graduated to pro-grade
Canon products. I’m also a fan of and a collector of Apple products - everything from the
original 128K Mac to the Newton.
I was the Commercial Production Manager & Webmaster for WECT TV-6 for seven years and I
currently teach biology at Cape Fear Community College. I am a freelance photographer and
graphic designer. To facilitate the production of my first book, Carolina Beach, NC •
Images and Icons of a Bygone Era, Volume One, I created SlapDash Publishing LLC.
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SlapDash Publishing is a publishing and
design company located in beautiful
Carolina Beach, North Carolina.

Our focus is to preserve, promote
and popularize our local history and
culture in a graphically pleasing way
that is both enduring and tastefully
executed.
In the Fall of 2006, SlapDash published its
first book, the very popular: Carolina Beach,
NC • Images & Icons of a Bygone Era,
Volume 1. Riding off the success of that book,
we have more projects underway and are
always receptive to new authors, designers
and artists.
We believe we have a unique capacity
to present imagery and information
in a tangible and effective way. Our
services include local book publishing,
photography and graphic design. We
take pride in developing a mutually
beneficial partnership with our clients.
Please visit our website for a list of
distributors and to view some of our
more recent work.

info@carolinabeach.net
www.carolinabeach.net
910.232.0604

